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Explanation of conventions used in this cue list

Cue list 0:16:34 - 0:21:19 commented

All passages containing music in the film are 
bounded by a double-lined box. Passages without 
double-lined bounding box contain no music.

Timings in this font are those of the DVD (Warner 
23497, 2003) used as source material for the elabo-
ration of this cue list and are presented in the for-
mat h:mm:ss, e.g. 1:43:01 for 1 hour, 43 minutes 
and 1 second. These timings refer consistently to 
the start of the events described or illustrated in 
the other three columns of this cue list.

Timings in italic Arial Narrow font (e.g. 6:11/57:15) 
appear only at the end of a passage of continuous 
music. They indicate the duration of that musical 
passage and, after ‘/ ’, the running total duration of 
music passages until the end of the cue in question. 
Thus, the ‘6:11/57:15’ at 1:43:01 mean that the musi-
cal passage about to end lasts for 6m 11s and that 
there will have been 57m 15s of music in the film at 
the end of the cue (at 1:44:37).

‘ ’ followed by a numeral indicates the start of a 
DVD chapter. The name of the chapter appears in 
column 3 (Action, dialogue, etc.).

The stills in column 2 are included to facilitate 
reader identification of each passage. Stills are not 
captured from the first frame of the passage (i.e. 
they are not synchronous with the time shown in 
column 1) but are chosen from anywhere within the 

duration of that passage to act as visual mnemonic
for the scene as a whole.

Character combinations, such as ‘m1A1’, in column
4 (Music) denote the particular museme[s] audible
at that particular point in the film. Although each
museme is given its name the first time it occurs 
(e.g. ‘sick strings’ for museme 1A1 at 0:00:45), read
ers will need to refer to the document Musemes 
from Morricone’s Music for The Mission to access 
its description. Eventually, a ‘click-and-hear’ ver-
sion of this cue list may be produced, until which 
time those wishing to actually hear the museme 
referred to can use their DVD remote control and 
go directly to the relevant point in the film.

Abbreviations

8ve octave; accomp. accompaniment; bkgd back-
ground; cad. cadence; class. classical; CU close-up;
cresc. crescendo; fl. flute; FX effects; G [Father] 
Gabriel; GbOb Gabriel’s Oboe (theme); gtr. guitar;
harm. harmony/harmonic; leg. legato; maj. major; 
MCU medium close-up; mel. melody/melodic; milit.
military; ob. oboe; orch. orchestra; pizz. pizzicato; 
POV point of view; R Rodrigo [Mendoza]; reg. regis
ter; rep. repeated/repetition; stac. staccato; str. 
strings; timp. timpani; trem. tremol[and]o; trp. 
trumpet; VCU very close-up; vln. violin; w with; ww
woodwind
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THE MISSION: CUE LIST 
TIME STILL ACTION, DIALOGUE, etc. MUSIC

 1 
0:00:00

1. Letter to the Pope. Fade-up 
Warner Bros. logo at 3"

0:00:11 Black

0:00:15 Text Wh/B Production and other credits

0:00:33 Black

0:0037 Text Wh/B Fade-in: “The historical events rep-
resented in this story are true, anc 
occurred around the borderlands of 
Argentina, Paraguay & Brazil in 
the year 1750”. Fade to black...

0:00:45 Black Sick string slide (m1A1)

0:00:49 Cardinal, screen left VCU, harshly 
silhouetted, sweaty face, looks 
straight at us: uncomfortable.

m1A1, Death drum (m2A)

0:00:56 Cardinal starts reading his letter. 
‘Indians free to be enslaved’, ‘not 
setting the right note’, ‘begin again’ 
(transcanded).

m1A1, 2A , m3A1 (Indigenous 
woodwind intermittence: (a) pan 
pipes; (b) low-reg. wood flutes) 
punctuate monologue.

0:01:33 Outdoor sounds at mission, cut to 
violin ensemble indoors.

Fade in La folia (m8a1): m1A1, 
2A, 3A1 stay; death drum at 
‘Rome’.

0:01:47 Cardinal dictating letter; view of 
one mission and of jungle high-
lands (at ‘natural state’). Voice-
over ends ... ‘received martyrdom’

Fade out La folia: m1A1, 2A, 3A1 
stay.

Pan-pipe breath blast at ‘martyr-
dom’ across cut to…

0:02:07 Jesuit cross and Guaraní leader in 
dark jungle. 

… m2A, m3A1 …

0:02:46
 2. Over Igazu Falls. Guaraní 

talking (no subtitles), carrying s.g. 
heavy through dark jungle …

0:03:03
02:46
(2:46)

It’s a priest, tied to cross and 
thrown into river. Floats down-
stream into rapids.

m3A1 gradually drowned by
water FX

0:03:31 Increasing rapids. 
Prieston cross over falls at 04:11

0:04:22
 3. Credits (end 06:23):

Iguazu falls with water sound
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2
0:04:39

Cardinal’s letter continues m4A1a (harp 3rds). High held vln 
pedal (m4A4) at 4:53 into…

0:05:01 Jesuit bros appear in front of falls. 
Letter: “a man whose life would be-
come inextricably intertwined”…

…m5A1 (main theme, pan fl lead), 
class. harm. w m4A3b (IV-I) + 
m3B (mf timp hits and bass pizz.) 

0:06:00
1:47/4:33

Father Gabriel (G) gets up from 
prayer at cross commemorating 
dead priest

m5A2 (main theme): full orch on 
IV; m4A2c (perf. cad. in G)

0:06:26 Brother Jesuits discuss who should 
go “up there”.

0:06:41
 4. Father Gabriel’s Climb. 

Gabriel paddles to foot of falls and 
starts climbing. Water FX. Loses 
foothold briefly.

0:08:26 Gabriel over worst dangers of climb m5A3 (hymn-like rework) + 
m4A31 (Alleluia)

0:09:06 Gabriel nears top of climb m5A4 (alto flute) + m4A4 (ethere-
al strings) + m3B (single timp 
hits)

0:09:41
1:30/6:03

Gabriel on top of the falls m4A3b (plagal/Amen cadence)

0:09:56
 5. The Guaraní. Garbriel alone 

in forest

0:10:33 Gabriel unpacks oboe

0:10:59 Gabriel plays hesitatingly, alone in 
forest, unaccompanied

m6A/7A2 (Gabriel's Oboe) solo un-
accomp., hesitating

0:11:08 Panorama of jungle scenery m6A/7A2: big reverb added, 
played with greater confidence

0:11:27
0:45/6:48

Cut back to jungle. Gabriel still 
playing

m6A/7A2: reverb cut

0:11:44 Twig breaks, playing stops, 
Guaraní arrive

0:11:58
0:42/7:30

Gabriel surrounded by Guaraní: 
resumes playing

m6A/7A2: starts hesitatingly, 
then more confident

0:12:40 G stops playing. Guaraní talk. 
Oboe broken and given back
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0:13:44 Guaraní take Gabriel by hand and 
lead him away

m4A1b (str. 3rds); m6C1 (non-
source, ob. lead, full accomp.), 
m4A2 (misc. class. progressions): 
rich reverb, full  str. accomp

0:14:13 Cut to mission: Virgin Mary icon 
book

m6C1 (GbOb leaps), m4A2

0:14:23 G playing oboe by river: "with an 
orchestra, the Jesuits could have 
conquered the whole of America"

0:14:44
1:09/8:39

 6. Hunting above the falls. 
Guaraní in forest …

m1A3 (Slave Hunt): bridge pas-
sage: mp leg. str. ↓ 8ve in ½-tones, 
high tonic ww pedal

0:14:53 … trapped in nets: one shot into 
river.

0:15:14 G confronts Mendoza: ‘Who are 
you? We’re making Christians of 
these people’. M: ‘If you have the 
time’...

m5B1 (m5 rework, rep. low  trem. 
str.); m2C (m2A rep. - March of 
death) + m1A3b (Tangled terror)  
+ m1a3 (String punctuations)

0:16:24 irreproducible Mendoza disappears… m1D1: tritone punctuations f in 
low strings direct to ...

0:16:34
2:40/
11:19

Captured slaves dragged into 
Asunción by riding mercenaries. 
Carlotta & Felipe: ‘Your brother’s 
here’. More riding and dragging.

m1D2: timpani tritone repeated + 
m1A3a: fast staccato ‘Jaws’ + 
m3A1b: rep. pan pipe ½-tone shut-
tle (Asunción).

0:17:54 Don Cabeza (DC) evaluates slaves. 
DC & Mendoza. DC & slaves

0:18:56
 7. Illicit love. Rodrigo & Felipe 

Mendoza (brothers) enter court-
yard

0:19:21 Brothers training horsemanship m4A5 (Brothers): romantic class. 
mel. & harm.)

0:19:48
0:47/
12:06

Carlotta arrives m4A5 (cont'd): key change

0:20:08 Banter. Exit Felipe

0:20:48 Rodrigo and Carlotta: she loves 
Felipe

0:21:19 Rodrigo: "So me you do not love?" m4B1a (bitter-sweet minor add9 
gtr.)
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0:22:03 Carlotta: You won't hurt him, will 
you?"

m4B1a (cont'd) incl. min.9 chord 
(D-9)

0:22:36 Fiesta in streets of Asunción. Car-
lotta & Felipe meet

m8B1a (Fiesta Day: monophonic 
ethn. flutes + drum): foreground

0:23:46 Rodrigo alone m8B1a: background

0:23:55 Fiesta again. Felipe & Carlotta un-
der the arcades

m8B1a: foreground

0:24:11 Rodrigo alone again, this time C-U. m8B1a cross-fades to... m4B2 
(normal min. leg. str.) across cut…

0:24:15
 8. A brother's death. Cut to fi-

esta by night
… m4B2 + m1D (24:20) + m1a3 
(“Jaws”) at 21:25, m2A on timp at 
21.30, cross-fade …

0:24:34 Rodrigo alone among festive night 
crowds

… back to fiesta music, now m8A2 
(pentatonic)…

0:24:48 Rodrigo, alone in crowd, starts to 
move off.

…m8A2 fade-mixes with m1A2, 
incl. m2C timps until…

0:25:07 Rodrigo (R) walks past revelers, 
away from camera

… cross-fades into m8A2 only 
(foreground)

0:25:16 R walking towards camera. Deter-
mined footsteps

m8A2 cross-fades w footsteps as 
m3C (March of death) fade at 
25:20 w low str drone and m3Bd 
(aleatory cymbal scrapes) to …

0:25:27 R bursts in on Carlotta & Felipe. R 
sees enough, leaves. Felipe runs af-
ter Rodrigo downstairs

… door burst m2 sonic violence. 
m3B aleatory cymbals scrapes, 
timp. hits, m1A2 (dissonant str.)

0:26:03 Felipe entreats R, provoked by men 
laughing.

m1A3: constant trem. strings, 
low-mid reg., bass

0:26:26 Fight. R holds sword to F’s throat, 
takes out dagger in left hand

m1A3: tritone timp./str. rising str. 
dssonance

0:26:37 Felipe, stabbed by R, dies. Carlotta 
exits screaming. 

[m1C: Church bell semitones]

0:27:07
5:48/
17:54

Rodrigo now 100% alone m4B2 (Alone): tragic str. min.-tri-
ads descending

0:27:44
 9. Double dare. Father G arr 

in rain in town. Enters monastery
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0:28:02 Dialogue with other Jesuit m8A: Gregorian plainchant in 
background

0:29:00 G offers Rodrigo food. R refuses

0:29:23 "So you killed your brother" m5B (Remorse): Mission theme 
variant piles up in dissonant Bar-
tok 4ths

0:30:15 Rodrigo outburst; violence. “Are 
you laughing at me?”

m5B sfz then rising, str trem, f 
pizz tritones (m1D), grumbling 
bass chromatics (prefiguring Pen-
ance)

0:31:40 Dialogue calmer and v remorseful; 
penance deal "Dare you see it fail? 

m1B (Penance) bridge into next 
scene (grumbling chromatic ww)

0:31:46
 10. Perilous penance. 

R starts hauling netted burden 
under falls.

m1B (Penance) (cont'd)

0:32:08 R dragging on land now m1B + 1 part 8ve up

0:32:44 Night. Camp fire, prayers (brief 
respite)

m4B3: slow chordal Dies Irae 
quote (str. & harp)

0:33:00 Next day, climbing with load again m1B (Penance) - reprise

0:33:12 In jungle halfway up cliff. "How 
long must he carry that stupid 
thing?"

[4 secs. pause]

0:33:16 R drags load up cliff with more dif-
ficulty

m5B (Mission) variant with m1B 
(Penance) chromatic harmonies

0:33:50 Brother John cuts rope same, just chords ½ speed

0:34:15 Load back in water at bottom. 
Starts pulling it up again

m1B (Penance) 

0:35:10
7:22/
25:16

Rodrigo slips on steep mud Descending parallel maj 2nds 
mickey-mousing
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0:35:24 Asleep at foot of falls. Water FX

0:35:50 "We're an order, not a democracy"

0:36:17 Falls. Starts hauling up again

0:37:15 Rodrigo loses foothold. Saved and 
hauled up by Gabriel

0:38:10 Rodrigo dragging at top of falls

0:38:22
 11. Epiphany. Guaraní await 

arrival and greet (38:55) returning 
brothers. Rodrigo takes last steps

0:39:40
0:41/
25:57

What will Guaraní do to Mendoza? 
Knife out, at Rodrigo's throat

m2A1 (mega-kodo) ethnic death 
drums p. m1D (tritones) repeated 
in vlns & bs.

0:40:21 Rodrigo's rope cut and burden 
dropped into river

[20 secs. pause]

0:40:41 Rodrigo cries. Guaraní laugh. m7$ (str.drone) then min- to maj-
key theme similar to m4A1 
(Brothers): final chord as V to I (in 
next...

0:41:41 Hugs, tears, laughter.
Cut to boy at 0:42:04

m6 Gabriel’s oboe (GbOb) on cor 
anglais (man); then oboe lead at 
0:42:04 (boy)

0:42:30
 12. A new life.

R works building mission. No FX 
no dialogue

m6 (GbOb) flute lead full accomp 
(community)

0:43:22 Cross goes up on mission church. 
Idyllic by river. Rodrigo led off for 
tatoos by women

m6 (GbOb): m8C3 (Vita Nostra) 
12/8 syncretic choir (Guaraní) 
added to same

0:44:32
4:11/
30:08

Body painting. Smiles. Gabriel and 
boy observe

GbOb out: only m8C3 (12/8 choir) 
w basic accomp. Fade-out into FX 
& dialogue
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0:44:52 Boar hunt. 
R will not kill boar (0:45:34)

0:46:02 Rocking the canoes

0:46:34
13. Mendoza's conversion. R’s 
chili. “Thank the Guaraní”

0:47:54
1:08/
31:16

Kindness at the mission. St Paul: 
"The greatest of these is love"

m5 variant (main theme): ethere-
al pp strings.

0:49:02
 14. Father Rodrigo. R can be-

come a Jesuit. "Accept my orders". 
Into church, short ceremony

0:50:30
0:18/
31:34

Celebratory dance in church m8B: "ethnic" 4/4 quasi-source 
music

0:50:58
 Ch.15. The Cardinal arrives. 

“This seeking to create a paradise 
on earth, how easily it offends”

0:51:21 Arrival of emissary's train: riding, 
by coach.

0:51:42 Don Cabeza: "Show me the chil-
dren"

0:52:13 Cut back to arriving coach, horses, 
riders. 39 trunks checked.

0:53:18 Emissary, Hontar, Cabeza. cardi-
nal: “Difficult to know what they're 
thinking”. Hontar and the sloth

0:54:24
1:01/
32:25

 16. Meeting His Eminence. 
Solo treble voice heard from 
square. Cut to square (54:29). 
Guaraní boy singing in front of Jes-
uits, dignitaries. Cardinal in full 
regalia on podium

m8C1: Ave Maria Guaraní: (treble 
solo)
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0:55:25 Are the Guaraní animals? Protec-
tion of Jesuit missions? Arguments 
about slave trade

0:58:30 R: “That is a lie”. Hontar glad of 
“Jesuit temper” (59:32). Apology 
demanded. G tells truth but Jesuit 
order at risk in Europe.

0:59:48
 17. The apology. R: why apol-

ogise? Explanations.

1:03:06 Rain and thunder. Assembly. The 
apology

1:05:11
 Ch.18. Mission tour. San 

Miguel mission, “hacking off limbs 
to save the body”

1:05:33 Visiting missions, voiceover; mis-
sion bell tolls

m5 (main theme) variant: major 
key, sedate string arrangement

1:06:25 Into church at first mission; bell 
tolls

m4a3b: ecclesiastical cadence and 
modulation to minor-key ...

1:06:46
2:14/
34:49

Emissary in church m8C2: Te Deum Guaraní, choir. 
Last chord fades into next scene

1:07:47 Visiting plantations. "This planta-
tion is theirs" vs. "Laws of trade"

1:08:46
1:14/
36:43

Inspecting instrument workshop 
and other production facilities at 
first mission

m8A: generic baroque flute con-
certo

1:09:30 Income distrubution

1:10:06 Emissary argues with Hontar & 
Cabeza ("contempt for lawful prof-
it")

1:11:05
 19. Cardinal’s conscience. 

With Hontar by tree: bad news 
from Portugal

1:12:50 Night, fires burning. Emissary five 
hours in church praying. Torch vig-
il outside

1:13:42 Gabriel enters church. "Come with 
me to my mission"

1:14:47
 20. San Carlos 

1:14:51
0:56/
36:59

River in mist. Bringing cardinal to 
San Carlos

m8B: Guaraní celebration chant 
(source music)
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1:15:47 Clear daylight on river. Tree falls 
into river. "Garden of Eden"

11 secs. pause

1:15:58 Canoes approaching San Carlos

m6 (GbOb) flute lead (4/4) + m8C3 
(Vita Nostra; 12/8): first orches-
tral then + with choir as they near 
mission bridge (12/8)

1:16:47
1:39/
37:28

Passing people on the bridge, 
cheering

1:17:37 Cardinal disembarks amid cheers 
and applause; led up into mission 
village by chief.

1:17:52 Across another bridge and into vil-
lage. Brothers arrive. Guaraní car-
ry sacks. Traditional dancing. 
Smiles. 

m8B: Guaraní (Waunana) pipe 
music (’source”)

m8C1: Ave Maria Guaraní 2 
(choir)1:18:49 Chief leads cardinal to church on 

palm-leaf bestrewn walkway 
across square. Guaraní singing in 
choir around. Cardinal worried.

1:20:02 Montage: wrestling, little boy 
clutching cardinal’s cassock, Guar-
aní kids in C-U, w brothers, bath-
ing, etc.

1:20:50
3:42/
41:10

Back to cardinal outside church: ... 
"preferred that the sea and wind 
had brought none of us to them"

1:21:34
 Ch. 21 Cardinal’s decree. 

“They must submit to the will of 
God”. Reactions and resistance.

1:23:58 “I also am a king. I also will not lis-
ten”. Guaraní decide to fight

1:24:45 “Cast out”. Brothers remaining 
threatened with excommunication

m4B1b: madd9s parallel chromatic 
motif

1:25:58 After meeting. "Why must they 
fight"? Missions seen as threat to 
Jesuit order everywhere

1:26:02
1:29/
42:39

G: “I said I'd stay with them”. Picks 
up child; moves away from cardi-
nal/camera.

m6 (GbOb): 10“ only w fade

1:26:14 Cardinal left alone in dark

1:26:18
22. Sword in hand. Rapids, boy 
retrieves R’s weapons

1:26:46 Boy cleans R’s sword. Cut to R on 
bed. Boy enters.

m3A2c (European ww. sour 
chord); m3B (5-note percussive 
bass piano hits) lead to held V...
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1:27:13 Sword offered. Eventually accepted 
by Rodrigo

... over which m6 (GbOb) on cor 
anglais w trp pedal dominant then 
m6 w alto flauto dolce lead;

1:27:56
1:36/
44:15

R practises swordsmanwhip dominant held; return of m3A2 & 
m3B + military trp. figure (cf. 
m5B) ; no tonic resolution.

1:28:22 Defense strategy planning. R and 
Guaraní. R wants to renounce 
vows. G yells "And God is Love!" - 
cut straight to ...

1:29:39
23. Closing the missions. …Don 
Cabeza & Hontar. Cardinal leaves 
as troops are blessed

m3B (timpani hits) + m1B2 (stac-
cato wind mid reg. variant of Pen-
ance); then m3A2c (sour chord) + 
m3B (military snares)

1:30:27 Massacres in the rain at the mis-
sions

m3A2 (terror woodwind) + m3B 
(military snare) + m3a1c (soft eth-
nic wood flute) + m4B2 (funeral 
minor triad)

1:31:16
24. Call to arms. Making weap-
ons, incl. wooden canon, at the mis-
sion

m2B (timpani roll) + m7$ (low 
brass pedal) w m3B (piano bass 
hits); at end m3A2c (sfz sour 
chord)

1:31:42 Gabriel alone, joined by 2 old Guar-
aní

Just the low notes

1:31:56
3:00/
47:15

Portuguese below falls sfz chords, timpani roll, bass pedal

1:32:39
25. Overnight raid. Guaraní and 
brothers swim towards soldiers

1:32:58 Out of water to steal gunpowder 
and weapons

Timpani, drone, piano low-note 
hits

1:34:01 Guard reacts; soldier in hammock 
stirs

same + Guaraní jungle sounds + 
terror ww

1:34:03 R kills soldier in hammock drone + death drum hits

1:34:49 Rodrigo's and brothers' faces "Alone"?

1:34:58
2:10/
49:25

26. Advancing troops. Morning; 
raid discovered

Military snares
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1:35:08 Mercenaries break up and prepare 
to scale cliff

1:35:17
Rigging wooden cannon

1:35:22 +9 gtr chord, bongos

1:35:40

Mercenaries scale cliff

Clt + (Euro)flt do what were Guar-
aní threat noises

1:36:20
1:22/
50:47

same + crazy high note, terror ww 
+ inexorable bass drum

1:36:44 Cut to jungle. Guaraní on lookout 
for approaching troops

1:37:05
0:17/
51:04

27. No place in the world. 
Rodrigo picks up sword, buckles it

Timpani rolls + bass note

1:37:21 Gabriel writing. Enter Rodrigo for 
blessing. G can’t live in a world “if 
might is right”

1:38:26 G & R embrace; R gets G’s cross GbOb subdued + timpani figures

1:39:15
28. Forces in motion. 
Native drum; running, preparing, 
off into jungle, parting, weapons, 
more drumming

Ethnic drums, death drum, pf 
bass notes, Guaraní danger noises

1:39:53 Guaraní & Fr. John into canoes. 
Phrenetic paddling to take up bat-
tle positions

same + dissonant strings, alto flts 
doing semitones from film start, 
death drums, soft (fl. tr.) versions 
of terror ww

1:40:18 Guaraní, Ralph & John on river crazy string note, relentless 4/4

1:40:24 Rodrigo and Guaraní warriors on 
march

same + terror ww

1:40:34 Boy marches with warriors past 
camera. R orders him to stay be-
hind

Guaraní stochastic + crazy string 
note + trps

1:40:55 Mercenaries hack way through 
jungle. Cannon

Relentless 4/4 + brass clusters + 
off-key fanfares

1:41:18 R & Guaraní wait with wooden 
cannon in jungle

Pesante 4/4, flat 9s

1:41:50 Ralf and Guarani in canoes under 
trees

-9 brass 4ths 4/4
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1:42:01 Portuguese in boats approach Decelerando, off-key fanfares fad-
ed at end to lower level ...

1:42:24 Gabriel with those remaining in 
village

same (lower level in mix)

1:42:44 Portuguese paddling really close 
now

Long held A in strings. Sporadic 
timpani rolls

1:43:01
6:11/
57:15

29. Battle joined. 
River, paddling behind the Portu-
guese. Will they be routed

"The River"

1:44:37 Soldiers in jungle attacked by 
Guaraní and Rodrigo

[16" silence]

1:44:53 Several soldiers killed "River" again

1:45:12 Arrows, guns on river same

1:45:24
0:58/
58:13

Chaos in jungle Guaraní noises + death drum

1:45:51 Still in jungle. Guaraní pursue (not 
strategic)

-

1:46:08
0:18/
58:31

Run back to the mission same as before, sporadic

1:46:26 River battle takes a turn for the 
worse

24" pause

1:46:50 Massacre starts. Little girl wit-
nesses 3 Guaraní callously shot on 
canoe. 

death drum, Guaraní noises, low 
piano notes, alto floots

1:47:08 Shoot the priest! Alto flutes then stochastic drums

1:47:52
 30. Ablaze. Choral singing 

heard. Soldiers arr. riverside. 
1:48:40 “None of us wants to do 
this”; arrows lit; captain: “I’m not 
interested”.

Ave Maria Guaraní 3 (choral), 
death drum

1:49:12
2:36/

1:01:07

Blazing arrows shot. Straw roof 
catches fire

same
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1:49:26 Jump cut to rapids, paddling down-
stream. Brother John shot. Pad-
dling on towards falls

1:50:53 Both boats over falls

1:51:11 More fire and destruction stochastic Guaraní, terror ww, re-
lentless crotchets on drums, crazy 
high held notes

1:51:44
31. Two of many martyrs. Fire 
and attack continues. Cannon ar-
rives at riverside. Outside church. 
Back to river beach

same + trp fanfare off-key; crazy 
high notes

1:52:25 Massacre on river beach. Chief gra-
tuitously shot

same, extra notes for chief's death

1:53:?7 Rodrigo kills 4 mercenaries Ave Maria Guaraní 3 + stochastic

1:53:40 Rodrigo runs back to bridge same + quaver drums, then + ww 
semitones high, crescendo to ...

1:53:54 Wood cannon not working. R saves 
kids on bridge. String cut. R shot.

Low notes, horror brass and ww, 
stochastic timps, ww high ½tones, 
slow ww terror

1:54:53 R about to die, string in hand. Sees 
mercenaries advance over bridge

High string ½tone held. Fade-in 
Ave Maria Guaraní 3

1:55:11 Procession from church, children 
crying, people shot indiscriminate-
ly

Ave Maria Guaraní 3, crazy high 
½tones, death drum, mid-range 
held note, mf

1:55:22 Dying R’s POV: G leading proces-
sion holding cross

High ½tones held + GbOb w str 
accomp and big reverb, battle 
sounds into rel bkgd, death drum

1:56:07 MCU Father G approaching; sol-
diers shoot; G again; shoot again

same but crazy strings up ½tone 
and another and another

1:56:35 Gabriel shot in neck (offbeat, out of 
sync); Rodrigo lies collapses and 
dies

same

1:56:46 Guaraní boy; dead woman lifted 
up; boy again

On F# interrupted cadence, crazy 
notes out, just GbOb low in mix 
and death drum now and again

1:56:57
6:19/

1:07:26

32. “Thus have I made the 
world”. Guaraní guy picks up, 
walks on w cross dropped by G. 
Place ablaze, full pan L to R.

G chord in D (plagal, cf. Vincerò), 
tonic with pp ascending 3rds, 
death drum
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Music is heard for 1:12:05 (4325") of film’s total runing time of 2:04:55 (7495") = 57.7%

1:57:30 Cardinal still with letter: … “this 
slaughter was necessary?”… “Thus 
have we made the world”.

1:58:12 Girl enters burnt church and exits

1:59:18
33. Coda and End Credits. 
Girl picks up violin, not candela-
bra. Kids set off in canoe

1:59:59 Kids paddle off, att end frozen to 
still. Cardinal’s final words

"Mission" solo treble, Guaraní 
pipes on C to B (in G major)

2:00:15 End thought and end credits same

2:00:50 Shot of kids on river frozen, text: 
“The Indians of S. America are still 
engaged in a struggle to defend 
their land and culture”, etc.…

final chord fade

2:00:55
[1:39/

1:09:05]

Scroll prev. text; quote St John, 
Ch1 v5; main cast, then blackout

Hymn w cembalo, end on double-
length A dominant

2:01:40
3:00/

1:12:05

End credits, white on black; first credits still until 
tune starts, then constant roll until… 

Extra dominant, then tonic and 
GbOb w bongos and choral accomp

2:04:40

2::04:55

A last look at the cardinal, having 
sealed his envelope

End of film.


